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Mayor Browning called the Special Meeting, held at Mt. View Baptist Church, to order at
7:00 pm and led the flag salute.  In attendance were: Mayor Browning, Mayor Pro-Tem
Neely, Councilor Shannon, Councilor Moeller (arrived at 8:20 pm), Councilor Canaday,
Councilor Coumbs, Chief John Boren, city Engineer Jan Stemkoski and City Clerk
Deena Bilodeau.

Mayor Browning introduced the Council to the audience and noted that traff ic
congestion in the surrounding areas of the Outlet Mall was the reason for this meeting. 
He added that he had been receiving citizen complaints related to what could be done
to help the traffic flow in the Johnson Rd, Belmont Ave, View Ave and Lum Rd areas
between Harrison Ave and Reynolds Ave.  Mayor Browning stated that receiving citizen
input on this issue was the Council’s goal of this meeting.  He explained that City was in
the process of providing a drop off lane off Highway 99 which would add a southbound
lane to Harrison Ave providing traffic light free access to the freeway.  Councilor
Shannon explained the proposed lane addition and the time line of the project.  City
Engineer stated that potentially it will not be complete until 2006.  

Mayor Browning read a letter into the record from Meliah Looney, 1212 Belmont Ave,
noting her concern to the traffic on her street.

Mabelle Frombgen, 1509 View Ave, addressed the City and stated that she was in
favor of the drop lane the City spoke of, and noted her concern to cars not stopping at
the cross streets.

Richard Frombgen, 1509 View Ave, addressed the Council and stated he agreed with
his wife and added that brush obstructing signs was a problem at Earl and View.

Art Williams, 1212 Johnson Rd, addressed the Council and stated that he had
concerns with the truck traffic and noise on Johnson Rd.  He added that there were
chuck holes which made the noise worse and the speed limits were not followed.  Mr.
Williams noted his opposition to having all vehicle traffic moved onto Johnson Rd.

Bob Lucht, 1506 Johnson Rd, addressed the Council and noted that overweight trucks
were causing damage to the roads and added that the time limits were not being
followed or enforced.  He added that the noise and fumes create problems.  Mr. Lucht
suggested that trucks use Reynolds and Harrison due to the fact that Johnson Rd is
constantly blocked at Reynolds Ave with big trucks.
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Mayor Browning noted that in regards to the Ford’s Prairie intersection, the Port District
is talking with the School District regarding some solutions for that intersection safety
and utilization wise.

Carol Lucht, 1506 Johnson Rd, addressed the Council and noted she did sympathize
with the Belmont Ave residents and suggested that the City upgrade their streets and
put in sidewalks.

William Dible, 1422 Belmont Ave, addressed the Council and noted that there was
truck traffic on his street during all hours of the night and added that the yellow line that
was placed down the center of the street has confused it with a thoroughfare.  He would
like to see some stop signs moved, arterial streets or traffic blocked.

Cynthia Ritchey, 1506 Belmont Ave, addressed the Council and noted a few solutions
to the traffic problems.  She suggested wide speed bumps, speed limit signs and round
abouts.  She was opposed to cul-de-sac.  

Vivian Jacobs, 1326 Belmont Ave, addressed the Council and noted that truck heights,
speeding and cars not stopping at stop sign are a big problem.  She added that she
liked the idea of turnabouts and speed bumps and suggested a camera surveillance or
an old police car be parked in the neighborhood.  Ms. Jacobs also noted that Motel 6
needed better signage for their customers.

Ron Mikalson, 1410 Belmont Ave, addressed the Council and noted that this area of
concern was a residential area.  He suggested that View Ave be paved and noted that
truck traffic was not the problem, the volume of traffic (1700-1800 cars a day) is the
problem.  Mr. Mikalson noted that turnabouts would not work because there was not
enough room.  He added that child safety was a big issue and asked that emergency
vehicle not use View and Belmont for through traffic.  He suggested either speed
bumps or closing off the streets and added that the volume of traffic needed to be
reduced.

Terry Whipple, 1413 View Ave, addressed the Council and stated he felt speed bumps
were the solution.  He added that he would like to see some enforcement in the early
mornings and when schools get out.  Mr. Whipple noted that the signage was poor for
the no truck traffic.  

Jim Morgan, 1425 View Ave, addressed the Council and noted that the no truck traffic
signs were placed too far in, they should be moved onto Harrison Ave.  He added that
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speeding was a big problem and suggested placing a monument in the intersections
and like the idea of a police car, possibly with a dummy in it, being parked in the area.

Chuck Goodline, 1520 View Ave, addressed the Council and noted he was opposed to
closing the end of View at Reynolds.  He suggested speed bumps.

Dave Miller, 1330 Belmont, addressed the Council and noted his daughter was injured
in the intersection of Belmont and Earl.  He emphasized that the cars needed to be
slowed down and was in favor of speed bumps or a monument in the intersection.

Shelley Miller, 1330 Belmont, addressed the Council and stated that the current stop
signs were not being used at all.

David Biviano, 2006 Earl St, addressed the Council and stated that the roads in this
area were not built to maintain the traffic caused by the outlets.  He suggested the
roads be paved and noted that there need to be better signage stating that Earl was
blocked.  He suggested signage at Earl and 9th.  Mr. Biviano stated that the
intersections were confusing and suggested that they all be four way stops.

Richard Peake, 1309 Belmont, addressed the Council and noted the issue was safety
and he was concerned with the neighborhood.  He added that Motel 6 was not
designed for the big tractor trailers that stay there and they park out on the street
obstructing views.  Mr. Peake stated that he felt four way stops would cause road
blockages and noted that he felt speed bumps were the answer, if the roads were
brought up tp speed first.  He noted that he would like to see more police patrolling the
area.  Mr. Peake pointed out that the Factory Outlets were not the biggest problem, the
traffic was from one neighborhood going through another neighborhood.

Bryan Siebohr, 2201 Earl St, addressed the Council and noted that the safety issue
was the traffic and suggested that left turn lanes from Johnson onto Harrison.  He
added that this issue needs an area wide solution and was in support of speed bumps.

John Barrass, 1419 Lum Rd, addressed the Council and noted that he agrees with
four way stops at Belmont and Haviland.  He wanted to see lane stripping and bigger
signage on Belmont, parking eliminated on Haviland between Lum and Belmont, and
RV parking designated to the unused Factory Outlet parking lot.  Mr. Barrass noted that
the crosswalks needed better signage also.  

Mayor Browning noted that the issue of possible encroachment of the business district
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into the residential areas had not been addressed.  He suggested the citizens consider
barriers, not only to reduce traffic, but to detour businesses from taking the area over. 
Mayor Browning stated that signage would not solve the problem, however, it may
reduce it.  He asked for a show of hands from the audience of how many would like to
see barricades places, and the vote was about 50/50.  He then asked for a show of
hands of those in favor of speed bumps and all but on raise their hands.  

The question came from the audience as to what was going to be done with this
information and what they could expect as far as results.  Mayor Browning stated that
the information would be distributed to the City Manager, City Engineer and Police
Chief for review and he expected a workshop would be set in 4-6 weeks.

In response to a request from the audience on surveillance, Councilor Coumbs stated
that those types of study’s usually catch the locals and their families.  He added that he
was opposed to the barricades on Earl in 1990 when they were placed and noted that if
speed bumps were placed they may find more cars in their yards to avoid them. 
Councilor Shannon stated that the purpose of this meeting was to listen and the goal of
the Council was to do something about the issue as soon as possible.  Councilor
Moeller stated he suggested 10-12 years ago that they should make themselves a
gated community, however, majority should rule.  

Kenneth Cray, 1419 View, suggested speed bumps be used along with signs that state
you are liable at your own risk.

Mayor Pro-Tem Neely stated that she was very concerned, but the Council needed to
get all of the facts first and do what is in the best interest of all involved.

Mayor Browning adjourned the meeting at 9:00 pm.
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